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advanced criminal investigations and intelligence - tradecraft is a term used within the intelligence community to
describe the methods practices and techniques used in espionage and clandestine investigations whether the practitioner is
a covert agent for the government or an identity thief and con man the methods practices tactics and techniques are often
the same and sometimes learned from the same sources, excel 2013 advanced formatting techniques lynda com - start
your free month on linkedin learning which now features 100 of lynda com courses develop in demand skills with access to
thousands of expert led courses on business tech and creative topics, advanced interviewing techniques proven
strategies for - synopsis now in a significantly expanded and updated third edition advanced interviewing techniques
proven strategies for law enforcement military and security personnel continues to emphasize interviewing skills that are
critical for solving criminal investigations obtaining information and developing intelligence, excel 2016 advanced
formatting techniques lynda com - get simple powerful tips for making spreadsheet information readable and
understandable in excel 2016 learn advanced excel formatting techniques, iss world europe conference agenda - back to
iss world programs iss world europe is the world s largest gathering of regional law enforcement intelligence and homeland
security analysts telecoms as well as financial crime investigators responsible for cyber crime investigation electronic
surveillance and intelligence gathering iss world programs present the methodologies and tools for law enforcement public
safety, cyber security solutions endpoint security crowdstrike - endpoint protection solutions the universal target for
attackers is the endpoint but endpoint security solutions are changing the modern workforce is mobile extending endpoints
beyond corporate firewalls and moving seamlessly between virtual and cloud environments, cyber security courses sans
institute - advance your career and explores sans cyber security courses we offer over 50 courses that span from the core
essential technical skills and strategies that every cyber security professional should know to advanced topics in penetration
testing and ethical hacking digital forensics and incident response defense of critical infrastructure application development
and audit and legal topics, symantec endpoint protection memory exploit mitigation - stacknx 14 0 1 the stacknx
technique prevents call to memory protection apis such as virtualprotect to mark the memory addresses that belong to the
stack as an executable ropcall 14 0 1 ensures that system critical apis are called from the call instructions and not from the
existing ret instructions or jump instructions, black hat usa 2016 advanced open source intelligence - trainers michael
bazzell spent 18 years as a government computer crime investigator during the majority of that time he was assigned to the
fbi s cyber crimes task force where he focused on open source intelligence and computer crime investigations, cyberspace
solutions llc home - cyberspace solutions llc supports our customers through the delivery of a wide range of analytical and
cyber effect solutions in the fight against terrorism and in the support of our national defense, model building and
validation udacity - this is an advanced course and the ideal students for this class are prepared individuals who have
python programming knowledge familiarity with python tools like ipython notebook and data analysis libraries like scikit learn
scipy and pandas, power bi for excel 2016 course dynamic web training - this power bi course is suitable participants
who have already have advanced knowledge of the microsoft excel 2016 and wish to implement business intelligence
components into their workbooks and use visualisation tools
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